is valid for all z ∈ Ω and for every m ∈ Z n + , where α m = α 
1 0 . Introduction. The concept of analytic in a domain (a nonempty connected open set) Ω ⊂ C n (n ∈ N) function of bounded index for α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ∈ R n + was introduced by J. Gopala Krishna and S. M. Shah [1] in connection with their study of the existence and analytic continuation of the local solutions of partial differential equations. Namely, let Ω + = {z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) ∈ Ω : z j > 0 (j ∈ {1, . . . , n})}, i.e. the subsets of all points of Ω with positive real coordinates. We say that a analytic in Ω function F is function of bounded index (Krishna-Shah bounded index or F ∈ B(Ω, α)) for α = (α 1 , . . . , α p ) ∈ Ω + in domain Ω if and only if (iff) there exists N = N (α, F ) = (N 1 , . . . , N n ) ∈ Z n + such that inequalities
is valid for all z ∈ Ω and for every m ∈ Z n + , where α m = α It should be noted that S. M. Strochyk and M. M. Sheremeta [15] was considered analytic in a disc function of bounded l-index, where l = l(z) is a positive continuous function. Later V. O. Kushnir and M. M. Sheremeta generalized this concept for analytic in arbitrary complex domain G ⊂ C functions ( [16] - [18] ). Yu. S. Trukhan and M. M. Sheremeta widely used their criteria to obtain sufficient conditions of l-index boundedness on zeros of infinite products which are analytic in an unit disc. In particular, they investigated Blaschke product and Naftalevich-Tsuji product [19] - [24] .
Bordulyak M.T. and Sheremeta M. M. [13] - [14] was proposed a definition of bounded L-index function in joint variables, where L = L(z) = (l 1 (z 1 ), . . . , l n (z n )), l j (z j Methods of investigation entire functions of several complex variables can be divided into several groups.
One group is based on the properties which can be obtained from the properties of entire functions of one variable, considering function F as entire function in each variable separately.
Other methods are arised in the study of slice function i.e. entire functions of one variable g(τ ) = F (a + bτ ), τ ∈ C, which is a restriction of the entire function F to arbitrary complex lines {z = a + bτ : τ ∈ C}, a, b ∈ C n .
Using a first approach Bordulyak M. T. and Sheremeta M. M. proved a number of analogues that describe properties of entire functions functions of bounded L-index and criteria of L-index boundedness for entire functions of several variables [13] . And there was also obtained sufficient conditions of boundedness L-index of entire solutions of some systems of linear partial differential equations. But this approach does not allow to obtain analogues of one-dimensional criterion of boundedness L-index in terms of behaviour the logarithmic derivative outside of zero sets. In particular, attempts to investigate of boundedness L-index for some important classes of entire functions (for example, infinite products with "plane" zeros) were unsuccessful by technical difficulties.
Bordulyak-Sheremeta's definition is well suited to study entire functions of the form F (z) = f 1 (z 1 )f 2 (z 2 ) · · · f n (z n ), F (z) = f (z 1 + z 2 + · · · + z n ) and etc.
In view of above there is a natural problem to consider and to explore a concept of analytic function of bounded L-index of several variables using a second approach.
Using this method we was proposed a new approach to introduce a concept of entire multivariable function of bounded L-index in direction [4] - [12] . In contrast to the approach proposed by Bordulyak M.T. and Sheremeta M. M. our definition is based on directional derivative. It is allowed to generalize more results from one-dimensional to multidimensional case and obtain new assertions because a definition contains a directional derivative and it has its influence on the L-index.
It raises the possibility of generalization the concept of bounded L-index in the direction for analytic in a ball functions of several variables.
Remark. Below we assume that R = 1. Thus we investigate analytic in an unit ball functions of bounded L-index in the direction. It is clearly that this case is equivalent to the case of arbitrary ball.
2 0 . Main definitions and notations.
Let b = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) ∈ C n be a given direction, B n = {z ∈ C n : |z| < 1}, L : B n → R + be a continuous function such that for all z ∈ B n L(z) > β|b| 1 − |z| , β = const > 1, b ∈ C n .
For a given z ∈ B n we denote B z = {t ∈ C : z + tb ∈ B n }. For η ∈ [0, β], z ∈ B n , t 0 ∈ B z such that z + t 0 b ∈ B n we define
: z ∈ B n }, and also
If it will not cause misunderstandings then
Remark. We note that if η ∈ [0, β], z ∈ B n , z + t 0 b ∈ B n and |t − t 0 | ≤ η L(z+t 0 b) then z + tb ∈ B n . Indeed we have |z + tb| = |z + t 0 b + (t − t 0 )b| ≤ |z + t 0 b| + |(t − By Q b,β (B n ) we denote the class of all functions L for which the following condition holds
b ∈ C n , if there exists m 0 ∈ Z + such that for every m ∈ Z + and every z ∈ B n the following
where
The least such integer
In the case n = 1 and b = 1 we get the definition of analytic in an unit disc function of one variable of bounded l-index [15] .
Elementary properties of L-index in the direction and a class Q b,β (B n ).
Now we formulate several lemmas that contain the basic properties analytic in an unit ball functions of bounded index in the direction.
We often use the properties of Q b,β (B n ), contained in the following lemma.
Proof. 1. We prove first that (∀θ ∈ C\{0}) : L ∈ Q θb,β (B n ). Indeed, we have by definition
2. It remains to prove a second part of Lemma 1.
then z 0 + tb 1 + t 0 b 2 ∈ B n and z 0 + t 0 b 1 + tb 2 ∈ B n . Indeed we have that
wheret is a such point that
. Using an obtained inequality and (2) we have:
Hence λ
Similarly we can prove that λ
Now we formulate several lemmas that contain the basic properties analytic in an unit ball functions of bounded L-index in direction. Below in this section for given z ∈ C n we
Proof. Let z 0 ∈ B n be a fixed point and
then by the definition of bounded L-index in the direction b ∈ C n for all t ∈ B z 0 and for all p ∈ Z + we obtain
Hence, we have that g(t) is a function of bounded l-index and
An equality (3) implies a following proposition.
It is easy to understand that the maximum can be calculated on subset A with points z 0 , which has a such property {z 0 + tb : t ∈ B z 0 , z 0 ∈ A} = B n . So the following preposition is valid.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for every z ∈ B n there exist z 0 ∈ C n and t ∈ B z 0 such, that z = z 0 + tb and z 0
However for this choice a point z 0 is not necessarily contained in B n . But there always
|b| . As for the second part of the lemma, it is enough as above to prove that for every z ∈ B n there exist z 0 ∈ C n and t ∈ B z 0 such, that z = z 0 + tb and
Thus the following equality is valid
Note that for a given z ∈ B n we can choose uniquely z 0 ∈ C n and t ∈ B z 0 such that n j=1 z 0 j = 0 and z = z 0 + tb.
From Lemma 2 -4 we immediately obtain a following proposition. 
Proof. Necessity follows by Lemma 2.
We prove sufficiency.
But for function we have
. So (4) can be rewritten as
But it is impossible because it contradicts a boundedness of all
From Lemma 4 it follows that it is sufficient to require conditions in Theorem 1: there exists M < +∞ and for every z 0 ∈ C n such that n j=1 z 0 j = 0 an inequality holds 
We obtained below propositions that give a partial answer to this question. An answer is partial in that sense, that it is not known that received sets are most minimum from those which satisfies the mentioned equality.
Theorem 2. Let b ∈ C n be a given direction, A 0 be an arbitrary set in C n such that
b ∈ C n if and only if there exists number M > 0 such that for every 
In other words, for all
When we vary t then t is also varied. Therefore, a condition g z 0 (t) be of bounded l z 0 -index for all z 0 ∈ B n is equivalent to a condition g z 0 (t) be of bounded l z 0 -index for all z 0 ∈ A 0 .
Remark 2. An intersection of arbitrary hyperplane and set
Indeed, we prove that for every w ∈ B n there exist z ∈ A 0 and t ∈ C such that w = z +tb.
Substituting instead of z a sequence z (m) ∈ A and z (m) → z 0 , we obtain that for each m ∈ N the following inequality holds
But F is an analytic in B n function, and L is a positive continuous. Therefore in the obtained expression it can evaluate a limit m −→ +∞ (z m −→ z 0 ). Therefore we have that
From this inequality it follows that F (z 0 + tb) is of bounded L(z 0 + tb)-index too, as a function of t, for every given z 0 ∈ B n . Applying Theorem 1 we obtain a desired conclusion.
Theorem 3 is proved.
In view of Remark 2 and Theorem 3 we can formulate the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let b ∈ C n be a given direction, A 0 be a set in C n such that its closure is
Proof. Indeed in view of Remark 2 in Theorem 2 we can take an arbitrary hyperplane
Repeating considerations of Theorem 3 we obtain a desired conclusion.
Indeed the necessity follows from Theorem 2 (in this theorem corresponding condition is satisfied for all z 0 ∈ C n , and we require this condition for all z 0 ∈ A 0 , that A 0 = {z ∈ C n : z, c = 1}).
To prove the sufficiency we use a density of the set A 0 . It is obviously that for every 
Substituting an arbitrary sequence z (m) ∈ A, z (m) → z 0 instead of z ∈ A 0 we obtain
But F is an analytic in B n function, L is a positive continuous, that is why in the received expression a limiting transition is possible as
Hence F (z 0 + tb) is of bounded L(z 0 + tb)-index as a function of t at each z 0 ∈ B n . By Theorem 3 and Remark 2 F is of bounded L-index in the direction b.
then for all z 0 ∈ H and for all t ∈ C the point z 0 + tb ∈ H because z 0 + tb, c = z 0 , c + t b, c = 1. Thus this line z 0 + tb doesn't describe points which are outside a hyperplane H.
We consider
. Then we have a hyperplane z, c = 1 or −z 1 + z 2 = 1.
Then g(t) = F (z 0 + tb) is of bounded l-index with l(t) = 2 and N (g, l) = 0. Besides,
is of bounded index with l(t) = 1 and N (g, l) = 4. But it doesn't implies that F is of bounded index in the direction b.
Thus F (z 0 + tb) is of bounded index as a function of variable t.
Proof. Theorem 1 implies necessity of this theorem.
Sufficiency.
As above it is easy to prove {z + tb : t ∈ B z , z ∈ A} = B n . Further we repeat considerations with proof of sufficiency in Theorem 3 and obtain a desired conclusion.
4 0 . Criteria of boundedness L-index in direction, related to the behavior of the function F . The following theorem is an analogue of Theorem 2 from [4] , which is proved for entire functions bounded L-index in direction.
L-index in the direction b ∈ C n if and only if for every η, 0 < η ≤ β there exists n 0 = n 0 (η) ∈ Z + and P 1 = P 1 (η) ≥ 1 such that for each z ∈ B n and each t 0 ∈ B z there exists
, and the following inequality holds
, a ∈ R, we will understand an integral part of number a in this proof. We
For z ∈ B n , t 0 ∈ B z and p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q(η)} we put
It is clearly that these quantities
and
But for every given z ∈ B n a function F (z + tb) and its directional derivative are analytic.
Then by the maximum modulus principle equality (8) holds for such t z p , that
.
We choose
In view of (9) and the definition of R b p−1 (z, t 0 , η), we obtain that
For every analytic complex-valued function of real variable ϕ(s), s ∈ R, the inequality
holds with exception of the points where ϕ(s) = 0. Applying this inequality to (11) and using a mean value theorem we obtain
where s * ∈ [0, 1].
Applying a L-index boundedness in the direction b of function F, definition q(η), inequality (6) and (10), for k z p ≤ N we have
For the last inequality we used the fact that for a ∈ R there is a true inequality
. Using inequalities (6) and (7), we obtain for
Let
Thus we obtain (5) with n 0 = N b (F, L) and
Sufficiency. Suppose that for each η ∈ (0, β] there exist n 0 = n 0 (η) ∈ Z + and P 1 = P 1 (η) ≥ 1 such that for every z ∈ B n and for every t 0 ∈ B z there exists k 0 = k 0 (t 0 , z) ∈ Z + , 0 ≤ k 0 ≤ n 0 , for which inequality (5) holds. But η is arbitrary in (0, β] then we can choose η > 1, because β > 1. We choose j 0 ∈ N such that P 1 ≤ η j 0 . For given z ∈ B n , t 0 ∈ B z , corresponding k 0 = k 0 (t 0 , z) and j ≥ j 0 by Cauchy formula for F (z + tb) as a function of one variable t
Therefore, in view of (5) we have
Since k 0 ≤ n 0 , the numbers n 0 = n 0 (η) and j 0 = j 0 (η) are independent of z and t 0 , and z ∈ B n and t 0 ∈ B ̥ are arbitrary we obtain that this inequality means that function F is of bounded L-index in the direction b and N b (F, L) ≤ n 0 + j 0 . Theorem 5 is proved.
Therefore by Theorem 5 for each η * , 0 < η * < βθ 2 , there exist n 0 (η * ) ∈ Z + and P 1 (η * ) ≥ 1 such that for every z ∈ B n and t 0 ∈ B z and some k 0 , 0 ≤ k 0 ≤ n 0 , the inequality (5) is valid with L * and η * instead of L and η. Hence we put η * = θ 2 η and obtain
Therefore by Theorem 5, in view of arbitrary η * the function
, and the following inequality is valid max
Since (13) is equivalent to the inequality
So by Theorem 5 in view of arbitrary η (and η * too) a function F (z) is of bounded L-index in the direction b. The converse assertion is proved similarly.
5 0 . Estimate of maximum modulus on a larger circle by maximum modulus on a smaller circle and by minimum modulus. Now we consider a more detailed study of the behaviour of analytic in a ball functions of bounded L-index in direction. Using Theorem 5 we prove a criterion of L-index boundedness in direction.
in the direction b ∈ C n if and only if for any r 1 and any r 2 with 0 < r 1 < r 2 ≤ β, there exists number P 1 = P 1 (r 1 , r 2 ) ≥ 1 such that for each z 0 ∈ B n and each t 0 ∈ B z 0
Proof. Necessity. Let N b (F, L) < +∞. We assume, on the contrary, that there exists numbers r 1 and r 2 , 0 < r 1 < r 2 ≤ β, such that for every P * ≥ 1 there exist z * = z * (P * ) ∈ B n and t * = t * (P * ) ∈ B z * , the following inequality is valid
By Theorem 5 there exist n 0 = n 0 (r 2 ) ∈ Z + and P 0 = P 0 (r 2 ) ≥ 1 such that for every z * ∈ B n and every t * ∈ B z * and some k 0 = k 0 (t * , z * ) ∈ Z + , 0 ≤ k 0 ≤ n 0 , the following inequality holds max
We remark that for k 0 = 0 the proof of necessity is obvious because (16) implies max
We assume that k 0 > 0, and let
Let t 0 ∈ B z * be a such, that |t 0 − t * | = r 1 /L(z * + t * b) and
, be a such that
We remark that in the case |F (z * + t 0 b)| = 0 by the uniqueness theorem for all t ∈ B z * an equality F (z * + tb) = 0 can be obtained and it contradicts an inequality (15) . By Cauchy inequality we have
(18) and (19) imply that
Hence for k 0 ≥ 1 we obtain
Since (15) we have that |F (z * + t 00 b)|/|F (z * + t 0 b)| > P * , then in view of inequality
applying (17), we obtain
From (20) , in view of (16) and (18), it follows that
Hence, P * < n 0 ! r 2 r 1 n 0
and it contradicts (17).
Sufficiency. We choose any two numbers r 1 ∈ (0, 1) and r 2 ∈ (1, β). For given z 0 ∈ B n , t 0 ∈ B z 0 we expand a function F (z 0 + tb) in the power series by powers t − t 0
we have
and, applying a monotone of ν b (r, z 0 , t 0 , F ) by r,
is the smallest number m 0 for which an inequality (1) holds with
However, (14) can be written in the following form
Thus, from (21) we obtain
Theorem 8 is proved.
It is easy to see from the proof of Theorem 8 that the following theorem is correct.
is of bounded L-index in the direction b ∈ C n if and only if there exist numbers r 1 and r 2 , 0 < r 1 < 1 < r 2 ≤ β, and P 1 ≥ 1 such that for every z 0 ∈ B n and t 0 ∈ B z 0 inequality (14) holds.
Here is an other criterion that is analogous of Hayman Theorem.
Theorem 10. Let β > 1 and L ∈ Q b,β (B n ). An analytic in B n function F (z) is of bounded L-index in direction b ∈ C n if and only if there exist p ∈ Z + and C > 0 such that for every z ∈ B n the following inequality holds
Proof. Necessity. If N b (F, L) < +∞ then by definition of boundedness L-index in the direction b we obtain an inequality (22) with
the necessity of (22) is proved.
Sufficiency. Let an inequality (22) hold, z 0 ∈ B n , t 0 ∈ B z 0 and
Thus, using L ∈ Q b,β (B n ), for every t ∈ K with (22) we obtain
We introduce denotations
We choose arbitrary points t 1 ∈ γ 1 , t 2 ∈ γ 2 and join them by a piecewise-analytic curve
We choose a curve γ such that its length |γ| does not exceed 2β 2 + 1 βL(z 0 + t 0 b) . 
or the equality
holds only for a finite set of points s k ∈ [0, T ]. Thus, we can split the segment [0, T ] onto a finite number of segments such that on each segment
This means that a function g z 0 (t 0 , t(s)) is continuously differentiable with the exception, perhaps, of a finite set of points and in view of (23) we obtain
Hence,
If we choose a point t 2 ∈ γ 2 , for which
then we obtain
Applying Cauchy inequality and using t 1 ∈ γ 1 , for all j = 1, . . . , p we have
Thus, (24) implies
This inequality by Theorem 9 implies that a function F is of bounded L-index in the direction
b ∈ C n . Theorem 10 is proved.
The following theorem gives an estimate of maximum modulus by minimum of modulus.
is of bounded L-index in the direction b if and only if for every R, 0 < R ≤ β, there exist numbers P 2 (R) ≥ 1 and η(R) ∈ (0, R) such that for each z 0 ∈ B n and for each t 0 ∈ B z 0 and some
Proof. Necessity. Let N b (F, L) = N < +∞ and R ≥ 0. We put
is smallest number m 0 , for which inequality (1) holds with z = z 0 + t 0 b. In other words a maximum in right part of (1) is reached at m 0 . It is obviously that 0 ≤ N 0 ≤ N. For given z 0 ∈ B n , t 0 ∈ B z 0 a function F (z 0 + tb) expands in power series by powers t − t 0
We put
With definition N 0 it follows that for any m ∈ Z + inequality holds
Then there exists smallest number n 0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N 0 } such that a n 0
and it contradicts the choice of n 0 . Then with t ∈ B z 0 such that |t
inequality is valid:
For such t ∈ B z 0 we have also
With (26) and (27) we obtain
i. e. inequality (25) holds with
Sufficiency. In view of Theorem 9 it is sufficient prove that there exists number P 1 such that for every z 0 ∈ B n and every t 0 ∈ B z 0
4β . Then there exist P * 2 = P 2 R and η = η R ∈ 0, R such that for every z * ∈ B n and for every t * ∈ B z * and some r ∈ η, R the following inequality is valid
. Therefore there exists n * ∈ N, which does not depend of z 0 , and t 0 such that
t ∈ c k } and t * k be the point of intersection of the segment [t 0 , t * * k ] with the circle c k−1 . Then for every r > η the following inequality holds |t
Hence for some r ∈ [η, R] the following inequality is valid
An inequality (28) is obtained with P * 1 = (P * 2 ) n * . Theorem 11 is proved.
6 0 . Logarithmic derivative and zeros.
Below we prove another criterion of boundedness L-index in direction, that describes behaviour of the directional logarithmic derivative and distribution of zeros.
We need some additional denotations. For a given z 0 ∈ B n by a 0 k we denote zeros of function g z 0 (t) = F (z 0 + tb) and F (z 0 + tb) ≡ 0, i. e. F (z 0 + a 0 k b) = 0. And we denote also
We remark that if L(z) ≡ 1, then G b r (F ) ⊂ {z ∈ B n : dist(z, Z F ) < r|b|} , where Z F be a zero set of function F . By n r, z 0 , t 0 , 1/F = |a 0 k −t 0 |≤r 1 we denote a counting function of sequence zeros a 0 k .
2) for every r ∈ (0, β] there exists n(r) ∈ Z + that for each z 0 ∈ B n with F (z 0 + tb) ≡ 0,
Proof. Necessity. First we prove that if function
and for every a k = z 0 + a 0 k b the following inequality holds
On the contrary we assume that there exists
. Then by definition of λ b 2 we obtain the following estimate
and therefore
. And we have a contradiction with z 0 ∈ C n \G b r (F ). In fact, in (33) instead of λ b 2 z 0 , r we can put λ b 2 (r). We choose in Theorem 11 R = r 2λ b 2 (r)
. Then there exists P 2 ≥ 1 and η ∈ (0, R) such that for every z 0 = z 0 + t 0 b ∈ B n and some r * ∈ [η, R] inequality (25) holds with r * instead of r. Therefore by Cauchy inequality
But for every z 0 + t 0 b ∈ B n \G b r (F ), in view of (33) a set
does not contain zeros of function F (z 0 + tb). Therefore, applying to 1/F , as a function of variable t, a maximum principle, we have
The inequalities (34) and (35) imply (31) with P = P 2 η .
Now we prove that if F is of bounded L-index in the direction b then there exists P 3 > 0 such that for every z 0 ∈ B n and for every t 0 ∈ B z 0 and for each r ∈ (0, 1]
By Cauchy inequality and Theorem 8 for all t ∈ B z 0 such that |t
If
From (37) and (38) we have
i. e. we obtain (36) with
function F (z 0 + tb) has zeros, then an inequality (36) is obvious. Now we put R = 1 in Theorem 11. Then there exists P 2 = P 2 (1) ≥ 1 and η ∈ (0, 1) such that for each z 0 ∈ B n and for each t 0 ∈ B z 0 and some r * = r * (z 0 , t 0 ) ∈ [η, 1]
Besides, by Theorem 8 there exists P 1 ≥ 1 such that for all z 0 ∈ B n and all t 0 ∈ B z 0
Then,in view of (36), we have
If r ∈ (0, η] then property (32) is proved.
. We can cover every set K = {z 0 + tb : |t − t 0 | ≤ R} by a finite number m = m(r) of closed sets K j = {z 0 + tb : |t − t j | ≤ ρ}, where
and property (32) is proved.
Sufficiency. On the contrary, suppose that conditions (31) and (32) hold. By condition (32) for every R ∈ (0, β] there exists n(R) ∈ Z + such that in each set
the number of zeros of F (z 0 + tb) does not exceed n(r).
We put a = a(R) =
, that is for all z ∈ K lying outside the sets
, where a 0 k ∈ K are zeros of function F (z 0 + tb) ≡ 0. By definition λ b 1 we obtain
∂b ≤ P L(z) for all z ∈ B n , lying outside the sets
It is obviously that sum of diameters of these sets c 0 k does not exceed
Therefore there exist a set c 0 = z 0 + tb :
, where
such that for all z ∈ c 0 the following inequality is valid
For arbitrary points z 1 = z 0 + t 1 b and z 2 = z 0 + t 2 b with c 0 we have ln
,
. Thus, by Theorem 11 the function F (z) is of bounded L-index in the direction b ∈ C n . Theorem 12 is proved.
7 0 . Boundedness L-index in the direction of analytical solutions of some partial differential equations.
We consider a partial differential equation
But first we prove an auxiliary assertion.
Then for every r ∈ (0, β] and for every m ∈ N there exists P = P (r, m) > 0 such that for all z ∈ B n \G b r (F ) inequality holds
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 12 it is shown that if an entire function F (z) is of bounded L-index in direction b ∈ C n , then (33) holds, i. e. for each z 0 = z 0 + t 0 b ∈ B n \G b r (F ) (r ∈ (0, β]) and for every a k = z 0 + a 0 k b an inequality holds
We choose in Theorem 11 R = r 2λ b 2 (r)
, then there exist
such that for all z 0 ∈ B n and every t 0 ∈ B z 0 and some
an inequality (25) holds with r * instead of r. Hence,
by Cauchy inequality we obtain
But for every z 0 ∈ B n \G b r (F ) the set
in view of (40) does not contain zeros of function F (z 0 + tb). Therefore, applying to
a maximum modulus principle in variable t ∈ B z 0 , we have
Hence, in view of arbitrary z 0 and t 0 , we obtain the desired inequality with P = P 2 m!η −m .
Using Lemma 5 we obtain a such theorem.
of bounded L-index in the direction b, B n \G b β (g 0 ) = ∅ and for every r ∈ (0; β] there exists T = T (r) > 0 such that for each z ∈ B n \G b r (g 0 ) and j = 1, . . . , p inequality holds
Then an analytic function F (z), z ∈ B n , which satisfies an equation (39), is of bounded
Thus, for every r > 0 there exists
Let z 0 + t 0 b is an arbitrary point with B n and
. . , g p , h are analytic in B n functions of bounded L-index in the direction b, then by Theorem 12 the set K 0 contains at most N < +∞ elements of the set {c 0 k }, and N is independent of z 0 and t 0 .
, then, in view of
Thus, of the above considerations, it follows that if z 0 + tb
holds with
Therefore, there exist numbers r 1 ∈ β 4 , β 2 and r 2 ∈
We choose arbitrary two points z 0 + t 1 b ∈ C 1 and z 0 + t 2 b ∈ C 2 and connect them by a smooth curve γ = {z 0 + tb : t = t(s), 0 ≤ s ≤ T } such that
This curve can be selected so that for its length a following estimate holds
Then on γ an inequality (43) holds, i. e.
In the proof of Theorem 10 we showed that the function g z 0 (t 0 , t(s)) is continuous on Then, in view of (43), we have
i. e.
We can choose t 2 such that |F (z 0 + t 2 b)| = max{|F (z 0 + tb)| : z 0 + tb ∈ C 2 }. Hence,
Since z 0 + t 1 b ∈ C 1 , then for all j = 1, 2, . . . , p, applying by Cauchy inequality in variable t, we obtain 
holds.
Proof. We remark that R ≥ 
Since the function
is a continuously differentiable of real r ∈ [0, R), the function g is continuously differentiable on [0, R), with the exception, perhaps, of countable set of points, and 
And we obtain that for every z 0 ∈ B n and θ ∈ [0, 2π] 
For n = 1 we obtain such corollaries. 
The Corollary 2 is an improvement of corresponding result of Sheremeta and Strochyk [15] because we don't assume that l(z) = l(|z|). Proof. We consider a function F (z 0 +tb) as function of one variable t. Thus the first inequality follow from the classical Jensen Theorem. And the second inequality follow from (51) for p = 0.
